
Automatic machine to nail 
4 ways pallets legs

 
 This machine is designed to nail legs with 3 or 4 blocks. It consists of a fixed support 
with 6 or 8 face-up coil nail guns, chassis made of structural tube and block feeders 
charged manually by a worker. Blocks are dragged by tubes held by two side chains which 
are is driven by a 2 CV geared motor. Planks are charged by the worker in a buffer storage 
and placed onto blocks by a pneumatic system. 
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 220 or 380 V power and an air intake are needed to the installation of the 
machine. 2 kW are consumed by the MPA.    
 The machine is according with the safety regulations in the CE Acts.

 Next, we are going to detail the sizes, in millimetres, of the legs to be nailed 
with MPA:

  Useful length of the block 60 minimum  - 145 maximum
  Useful width of the block 70 min. - 145 max.
  Useful height of the block 70 min. - 100 max.
  Useful length of the plank 700 min. – 1.450 max.
  Useful width of the plank 60 min. - 145 max.
  Useful thickness of the plank 14 min. - 25 max.

 The MPA is an auxiliary machine to nail 4 ways pallets. It is completely 
automated and it is operated by only one worker who merely charges wood. 
 It is possible a greater automation by adding a block cutter with automatic 
charger, legs stacker and a transfer module for legs. In this way we will get the 
highest level of productivity with the minimum personnel. 
 8 to 12 legs per minute are achieved. For further details regarding production 
rate do not hesitate to contact us.   


